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charts, books and artefacts Betty and Peter brought along to display.
Thank you Betty and Peter for an excellent evening and … ‘may the winds favour you’ with Wandeen.

President’s Report
Ross McLean
At our August meeting 66 members enjoyed the ‘dual’ presentation by Betty and Peter Gossell on a brief voyage aboard the
good ship California with musical introduction and finally,
Betty and Peter asked that members don a Hawaiian shirt for the night, and not
having one myself, offered
the loan of one. It was
Betty’s favourite … as she
delights in seeing it go out
the door … but … was most
reluctant to see it return.
Well Betty, the shirt has
been laundered and it only
remains for me to sneak it
back into your home when
you are distracted or least
expect it!
Betty and Peter took us on
an amazing ride through
their early years together
with Peter arriving late on
the scene aboard California.
Betty had sailed across the
Pacific Ocean on California to the Solomon’s as a teenager and we saw an interesting perspective of a navy to the adventures of life at sea. This was something
that some of us, myself included, were familiar with but many were not. Betty was
then involved in charter work aboard the California in Hawaii, when Peter first
met her while the ship was in dry-dock. Together they became involved in the
charter business on California and eventually married …
… aboard the California of
course.
After many adventures
together Betty and Peter
found themselves running
the vessel almost on their
own. It was at about this
time that it was suggested
Peter take his captain’s
exams, which he naturally
passed, however, during
the mandatory physical, it
was discovered that his
eyesight wasn’t up to
coastguard standards and
he was refused a licence.
Stepping up to the mark,
Betty not only passed her
exams, but also the physical.
The papers, we were told,
had a field day with the
story … and I quote … “She
cooks, she serves drinks,
she acts as tour guide and
she is also the hostess, and
… she’s the Captain too!’
they reported.
(It was

This month the WBA will be treated to a presentation by Bruce Stannard,
brother of our immediate past President Alan Stannard. I encourage all to
attend as Bruce has been a regular contributor to the Afloat magazine and
numerous other maritime publications.
To hear this knowledgeable man speak on ‘things nautical’ should be a rare
treat for us all, and I for one am looking forward to this next meeting.
See you there …
Further a field we have –

revealed that Betty is also
extremely adept at performing the Hula but declined to
demonstrate such to the
audience - editor’s note)

Betty heading for the Solomon's

After many an adventure,
they both moved here to
Sydney … “Surely our gain,

and Hawaii’s loss.”
Peter, as many of you know has been one of our Presidents and is still very active
in our association, being one of our representatives at meetings with the ANMM
regarding the Classic and Wooden Boat Festival 2016. Peter’s knowledge on the
subject
of
wooden
boat
building has also
been sort far and
wide, while he
continues
to
work on his and
Betty’s schooner,
Wandeen on the
waters of the
Georges
River
below their waterfront property
in Illawong.
As usual, at the
conclusion of the
presentation,
lively conversations continued
Making baggywrinkles to while away the time
around the many
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Scan the QR code to go the WBA of NSW Inc. on
the web and follow the links to Scuttlebutt, Hal
Harpur Award and more useful information
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11th October – BBQ and Tour of Goat Island stay tuned for details.
1st/2nd November – Pittwater Classic Timber Boat Festival at R.M.Y.C.
8th/9th November – Raft-up at Blackwattle Bay.
Also … for those curious as to what happens at our regular committee meetings please remember, ‘our doors are never closed to members,’ and I encourage any interested members to come along on committee night, the Monday
following our general meetings. We arrive as per Tuesdays at Sporties around
1830 hours for a feed, then begin promptly at 1930 hours with our meeting,
most often in the small room adjacent to the auditorium upstairs and are often
all done by 2115 hours.
We in the committee often receive advice from past committee members and
not just the presidents. As new members join the committee they bring with
them a new perspective to the table, and combined with the experiences of
former committee members, our association can only grow and prosper. So
come along, offer a new perspective, get involved. I promise we will listen and
welcome you.
See you there … ?

Remember: closing date for entries to the 2014
Hal Harpur Award is 30th September
Raffle Winners
The raffle was drawn by guest speakers Betty and Peter Gossell. Winnners
were Terry Lance, 1st prize and George Gear, 2nd prize.

from Brian Hunter

NOTTHE PITTWATER REPORT
Whenever I visit my son Adam in Brisbane I am reminded of my dear friend the
late Hal Harpur. Adam was left the model of IREX II in Hal's will and it is displayed prominently in
his lounge room. I
crafted the model
with the assistance of
a couple of friends
who shared many a
great sail upon the
yacht and we presented it to Hal in
1994 on the occasion
of the yachts 60th
b i r t h d a y .
Hal of course was a
legend
on
the
Pittwater and he is
fondly remembered
by all who knew him.
One of Hal's legacies
was the formation of a
sailing group in 1971,
the idea being a
monthly race around
Lion
Island
for
wooden
yachts.
I
owned the historic
Wm Fife yacht KELPIE
in those days and the
other first race yachts
included FLICKA (Hal),
RIPTIDE (Norm Sommers) and TAU (Jim Fitzpatrick), all who have now passed away. The group
remained nameless, at the insistence of Hal, as he was always concerned about
legal issues. At various times the group has been referred to as The Snoozin,
Cruisin and Boozin Club and Hal's Navy. It still sails today and has a fair sprinkling of wooden yachts among the fleet, which has numbered over 30 at times.
I was prompted to call Chris Dicker on Saturday 16 th just as he was casting off
on their trip to the Solomon Islands. He had just got rid of the customs boys
and he and Gilli had but two lines left to throw ashore when I rang, I thought
my timing perfect. Anyway we chewed the fat for a bit and it was wonderful to
be able to wish them Bon voyage, I am sure we shall hear more from Chris on
their trip.
A discovery I was reminded of recently was a good range of bronze boat fittings gathering dust at Muir Marine at Manly Queensland, they include cleats,
port lights, fairleads, stern glands etc, but mostly for vessels 35' and over, if
anyone is searching for same.
I am meanwhile standing by in Brisbane waiting for the weather down south to
warm up so that I can return to MAGIC, she is beckoning me that she requires
attention.

New Member
One new member this last month. We welcome Tristan Butterworth of
Dee Why, a sailor in the RAN and the owner of a 24 foot Harrison Butler
double ender.

Cruising queries from Quirky
On our Baltic cruise, we were given a list of the most stupid questions the crew
had ever been asked. Here are some of them and the comments either said… or
wish they had said.
Which elevator do I take to the bow?
Try the ones at the after end of the ship.
Are all these islands surrounded by water?
All except those which are inland.
What elevation are we at now?
Probably just above sea level.
Which way do these stairs go ?
You have two guesses…
Does this ship make its own power?
No, we just run a long shore cable..
Do the crew sleep on board?
No, they fly in every day…
If the ship’s photographer doesn’t number the pictures, how will I know which
are mine?
Umm, that’s a tough one.
Is it fresh or salt water in the toilets?
You taste it and let me know.
Why are there so many IKEA stores in Stockholm? Their flags are everywhere.
This is not UK. This is their National flag and they are allowed to display it .

Complicated problems usually have simple
solutions - which are almost always wrong

Opinions and advice expressed in this publication and the Association’s meetings are those of the individual originator’s
only. The Editor and the Association’s Committee do not necessarily endorse views expressed in this publication or at
such forums. Participation in events organized by the Association may involve certain risks which include the possibility
of harm or damage to vessels, equipment or persons inherently associated with the perils of the sea or weather. Such
risks will require the exercise of the prior judgment of members on behalf of themselves, their guests and invitees
whether to commence or continue any particular activity irrespective of information supplied by Association officers.
Printed by Power Colour Pty Ltd, 106 Grose Street, Parramatta NSW 2150 A.B.N. 58 066 215 021
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Changes to our Scuttlebutt distribution ….
In the past, any member who hadn’t renewed their annual membership by
the end of November continued to receive Scuttlebutt to the end of the
calendar year. As a result of increased postage costs, together with the
cost of printing, the CUT OFF will now be November. So, if you don’t
receive the December edition of Scuttlebutt, it is because you are not on
the mailing list and not a current member.
Additionally, the Committee has been examining alternative methods of
paying the membership subscription. We will shortly provide full details
for direct payment in to the WBA bank account.

Goat Island tour and BBQ, October 11th
Goat Island has long been a significant place in Port Jackson. The island,
known as Me-mel by the local Cadigal people, was once inhabited by
Bennelong and Barangaroo.
Since
European
settlement,
Goat
Island played an
important
and
fascinating role in
the development of
Sydney’s cityscape.
In the 1800s, the
island was used as a
home for convict
work gangs and as a
gunpowder storage
depot.
The Queen's Magazine, which stands on Goat Island, was built in the
1830s by convicts using sandstone quarried from the eastern side of the
island. It was used to store explosives, and beside it there's a barracks,
cooperage and kitchen.
Later, Goat Island was the site of the first water police station and harbour
fire brigade. Following this, the island served as a shipyard, and in more
recent years it has been a location for filming and concerts, including the
television series Water Rats.

SHOALHAVEN RIVER FESTIVAL 2014
The Shoalhaven River Festival will be a two day event this year being held
on Saturday the 25 October and Sunday 26 October.
The event will include a street parade, riverside entertainment, markets,
water activities and fireworks.
The water activities to include a parade of vintage boats, rowing races,
dragon boat races, wake boarding demonstration, and on water displays
by the SES, Marine Rescue, Navy and Water Police.
A large marina will be positioned in front of the Nowra Sailing Club and
Wharf on the eastern side of the Shoalhaven River Bridges. The entire
eastern end of the pontoon will be allocated for vintage boats and a no
wake zone will be established on the eastern side of the Shoalhaven River
Bridges. Security will be provided at the pontoons from Friday night
through to Sunday evening.
Why not make it a weekend away and come down to the Shoalhaven and
participate in the Shoalhaven River Festival, if the organised events are not
to your liking then a pleasant cruise on the river is also an option.
If you are thinking of attending then please contact Greg Clark on
greg.clark@people.net.au or (02) 4447 8384 so that we can get an idea of
the number of vintage boats that will be attending.
The Shoalhaven City Council has agreed to run the event for the next five
years so place the event into your diaries.
For information regarding accommodation in the Shoalhaven contact
Shoalhaven City Council on 1300 662 808 or by email to
tourism@shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au

Next Meeting Tuesday September 9th
Guest speaker, Bruce Stannard,

‘VARG - Recreating a 1924 Johan Anker eight metre’

Colin McPherson, a member of the WBA has kindly offered to provide his
facilities and the tour. The WBA will be providing a BBQ, for members. A
fee of $5.00 will be
charged for nonmembers of the
WBA.
Children
under 15 free.
Two pick up times,
10:30 am and 11:30
am from the Balmain
Wharf at the end of
Thames
Street.
There
is
some
parking available.
It is imperative that we gt the numbers right for catering. This event will

be on the Saturday before our October meeting, so we will collect
names of attendees at the September meeting. For those who can’t
attend the meeting, give Ken Travers a call on 02 9529 9955. There is
also a message machine on this line.

The Old Harbour Masters house, Goat Is.
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NOT

THE CAIRNS REPORT

scattered with large and small islands. It is truly the notion of the islands,
islands in the sun. I had a tear in my eye when we last departed those
shores and sailed through the reef to resume our smoky bustling life in
Australia. I said to Gilli, my mate, 'I would go back just to hear them sing'

from Chris & Gilli Dicker

It is raining here in the middle
of August and what some
might call cool. The warm
weather is all well and good
but consider the people
(mostly female) who have a
wardrobe full of fashionable
winter clothes and shoes who
never get a chance to wear them. When the daytime temperature
plummets to 24 degrees there are some amazing sights to be seen in the
streets and shopping centres of Cairns. High heel, knee length boots with
fur tops, matching coat and fur collars and scarves. These are the upper
end of the fashion scale, we still have the good old stand by Ugg boots

And now we go.

Carl Halvorsen - 102 years a sailor - Vale
Many readers may have missed the reports in the media but Carl
Halvorsen passed away in July, a day short of his 102nd birthday. Carl, was
14, when he joined his father and brother, at the harbour side family
enterprise, building the timber work and leisure craft that would make the
Halvorsen name an Australian byword for quality and style.
Carl showed a talent for woodwork and, at 16, was entrusted by his father,
Lars to fashion the 71-foot (21.6-metre) mast for the magnificent Sydney
yacht, Harold Nossiter’s Utiekah II, by hand, using an adze and plane.
In 1988, 50 years after handcrafting the huge mast for Utiekah II,
Halvorsen built new spars for the famous yacht Kathleen Gillett, at the age
of 76, using only hand tools. Kathleen Gillett, a veteran of the first Sydney
-Hobart yacht race, is preserved at the Australian National Maritime
Museum as a testament to Australian pioneer yachtsman, Jack Earl, who
circumnavigated the world in her in the 1940s.

The bunk becomes extra storage room
and track pants, flannelette shirts and beanies. All I can say is 'it must be
hell in there'.
It is the eve of our departure for our sail across the Coral Sea and
preparations have been remarkably smooth. This may be due to the fact
that we postponed our initial departure by almost a week because of less
than favourable conditions. The forecast now for our departure is rain and
thunderstorms and one knot of wind from the north east (the direction in
which we are going). Perfect conditions can happen but they don’t
necessarily come to those who wait. We know about leaving port on
Friday and the real sailors we have here in the marina are horrified that we
would leave tomorrow (a FRIDAY). Actually (and this has only come to
mind), most of them would be horrified at leaving on any of the remaining
six days. We also have bananas on board. So there.
The Louisiade archipelago is the very south eastern tail of Papua New
Guinea, there is a lagoon perhaps a hundred miles long and forty wide

We carry extra water
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Quirky stuff
Briefly Baltic
So at the July WBA meeting, Quirky told Peter Gossell he would be sorry to miss
his chat at the August meeting on Adventures in Paradise, but would be on the
holiday of a lifetime: A cruise of the Baltic checking out all those harbours packed
with wooden ships, then onto the Med, ditto with harbours from Spain to the Sth
of France where No 1 son and family had taken a house with the four
grandchildren. Just down the road was the widow of an old Kenya friend who
had put a wreck of an 84 foot schooner into charter…
Now read on….
The Vasa museum in Stockholm moves everybody, even if you are not a boaty.
My wife Jo-anne said she found the vast dark oak hull and personal artifacts
horrifyingly chilling, particularly the CSI facial reconstruction of the victims. You
know the story; Sweden’s flagship was built, like Concorde, by a European
consortium. A joint Swedish / Dutch team worked to the design of a paranoid
Dutch designer who committed nothing to paper as he was scared about
having his ideas pinched. As they shared no common language and they had
different sized inches, the Swedes built the port side and the Dutch, the
starboard. 1,300 metres into her maiden voyage, it was the port side, the
Swedish side that sank. As with the Mary Rose a century before, somebody left
the lower gun ports open and she went down in a few minutes. The salvage
took slightly longer.
Original illustration by Bjorn Landstrom

Gardener diesel. A tall couple
wearing enviable thatches of
stolen hair approached. He
had Q.C. Geoffrey Robertson’s
and she had a resprayed
version of Little Orphan
Annie’s. He grabbed my wrist
and said “My name is Jerome; I
am an anaesthesiologist from
Perth. Hmmmm, very erratic
isn’t it?” He and wife Wendy
kept me talking. They are Kiwis,
and Wendy noted her father
was from the Norfolk Broads
and she had helped him build a
Norfolk dinghy in NZ.
A couple of weeks before, I had
just read Vanessa Bird’s classic
book on the sailing classes and
asked “Is that the clinker 14
footer designed by Herbert
Woods of Potter Heigham in
1931?”
“Yes! And I have photos of my
father with Percy together in
the 30’s. My father lives with
us and spends his days trawling
the internet for sites with
wooden boats.”
“Does he read Scuttlebutt?”
“Yes! He does. He particularly likes the Quirkystuff.”
So there you have it.
World fame at last.
I think I will keep
wearing the sunnies
and cap to keep the
paparazzi at bay.
They can chase
Justin Bieber and
leave me in peace.
On the upside, I am
now turbocharged
with a brand new
pacemaker
and
courtesy of my
chauffeur,
Tony
Curtis, (no driving
for four weeks) me
and my red trousers
made it to Peter
and Betty Gossel’s
w o n d e r f u l
presentation at the
last meeting.

I was at school when the wreck was discovered in 1954. She was raised in 1961
and with thousands of holes plugged; she was actually floated back to her
launch site, complete with ballast, where the museum was opened in 1988. So
she may be 330 years old, but with only 2,600 metres under her keel, she is
definitely a one owner, low mileage example.
On to St Petersburg. I had been a fan of Pete the Great as he was one of the
few Tsars who actually had a job before he took over the family business: Ruska
Pty Ltd. This 6’7” lad served his apprenticeship in a Royal Naval dockyard.

The Norfolk Dinghy

So it was with lousy timing that I keeled over just outside the Amber Room,
well, the recreated version, as the original was souvenired during WW2. Joanne brought me back to the ship where I was confined aboard for the rest of
the week before being declared well enough to fly home.
The ship’s Doctor was an Aussie who after tests declared “Your cardiac
plumbing is fine, but you have lousy electrics.”
“You mean I have…..Lucas ignition?”
“Dead right.”
So confined to my cabin, I gazed out the port hole at the space left by the
forward lifeboat at the smooth sunny, and amazingly warm (18 degrees) Baltic
where it never seemed to get dark. I had glimpses of quaint harbours, thick
with pine masts and Stockholm tarred rigging, while everybody else was
getting among them. Folkboats, mainly varnished clinker with canted up
outboards and other delightful craft were as thick as motorbikes in Jakarta
traffic.
I know she is iron, but Passat was a stirring sight outside my sickroom. The last
of the flying P line, a three island barque, similar to Peking in which WBA
member Bob Tullutt served aboard as a youth. And the most lovingly recreated
North Sea Pilot Schooners! Unlike the Brits and French who used 45 -50 foot
cutters, the Dutch used 90 foot schooners for their pilot service which are
reckoned to be among the most seaworthy vessels of their size. Captain Irving
Johnston had two, both called Yankee, one oak, one steel. Albatross (White
Squall) was another. I think the last ones alive are Tabor Bay and the wooden
straight stemmed Landfall in Sausalito.
Jo-anne wheel chaired me off the ship to catch a Sydney flight at Copenhagen.
Our driver was restoring a Riva speedboat and kindly took us the scenic route
to the airport past all the wonderful canals and quayside moorings. In the
airport lounge, my head suddenly swam as if I had knocked off a couple of
bottles of red and I felt my pulse slow down until I was ticking over like a
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Based on a series of highly popular articles written for
Classic Boat Magazine, this witty collection recalls some
of the incidents the author has survived in over half a
century of messing about in boats.
Most sailors will find something to
relate to in these escapades from
around the world and they will bring a
wry smile to any boaters lips. The
author’s wonderfully witty cartoons
help bring these anecdotes to life. All
these stories are true so WBA
member Alan Williams writes under a
pen name so that his architectural clients do not think they
are entrusting their work to a seagoing Mr Bean. Copies are
available from Boat Books in Crows Nest at $24.95 or less on
Amazon. WBA members can get copies from Alan at meetings for $ 20.
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BUY SWAP and SELL

FOR SALE

WBA members may place a non-commercial ad free of
charge if the member’s name and phone no. appear.
Non-members are charged $20 for a text ad (maximum
25 words). $30 with a picture. Ads will run for two
issues, member’s ads longer if you ask for an extension.
Submissions close on the 21st of each month.
NOTE: Items for free, No Charge. Contact the Editor,
see page 2 for details.

FOR SALE

PRICE
REDUCED

FOR SALE

PRICE
REDUCED

2009 Scruffie Marine Secret 23. Brand new
Mahogany coloured sails. Registered Trailer
(ACT). Cosmetic work needed on vanish.
$45,000 negotiable.
Please call Beren 0403 367 348

FOR SALE

Petrol tank, brass, for putt putt. Has moisture
collect drain and brass petrol tap. $ 100.00.
contact John Wagemans, 4369 7687 or
braeng@ihug.com.au

HARDBACK and 10 STATIONS.

2004
Quintrex
435
Hornet
Trophy
Eclipse.
4.35m
electric
start
40HP
Mercury
&
Watersnake
trolling
motor,
dual
batteries,
bilge pump, nav. lights,
Lifejackets,
full
carpet,
heavy
duty
Trailer with spare tyre, rego to May 2015.
now $9,000 ono.
Colman 0419 816 666 or colman_chan@yahoo.com

FOR SALE

HALVORSEN 25 Foot, Petarli. Built 1949 for original

Iain Oughtred 5m clinker "Fulmar" with full plans &
offsets and ready to build another.

Located Jervis Bay. Neill Atkins 0409 747 020
nvatkins@gmail.com $250 ONO

FOR SALE

New Hull liner 2m width $20/m.
Bait board $40.
Rod/rocket launcher $130
Colman 0419 816 666 or colman_chan@yahoo.com

WANTED

Advice on choosing a rowing boat design to build,
looking at Alan Whitts Derwent Skiff or 4.2m
recreational rowing skiff from Duck Flats.
Wayne
Connell,
0419
700
025
or

Hire Fleet. Chrysler 6 cylinder petrol engine.
Original Halvorsen Layout
Price: $35,000 Peter Mathews 0409 428 070 or
9879 5230

wayne@connellgroup.com.au

FOR SALE

Yanmar Service Manuals
1GM 10(e), 2GM 20 (F)c, 36GM (30)c, 3HM 35(F)c
$25.00
4 new engine mounts for up to 16 HP . . . . $25.00
Makita electric screwdriver, for/rev . . . . . . . $60.00
Cast iron mitre box and saw . . . . . . . . . . . . . $60.00
Call Keith on 0419 416 528

FOR SALE

21 ft clinker built Half Cabin. New antifouling
paint, new motor to install, 2 berths. Moored
Brooklyn. Cheap @ $9,900
Phone Ken for more information 0431 421 864
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WAYFARER’S TILLER
from Peter Smith
During the Working with Wood show I was asked many times "why would
you want a odd shaped tiller like that?". And it's a long story.
Wayfarer was built as a ketch with a tiller. A ketch has the mizzen mast

rubbing strake on the other tack, and should not clash with the mizzen
shrouds and chainplates. For appearance the tiller tapers from 65mm wide at
the rudder stock to 40mm at the hand.
And there is the answer. A tiller which seems to meander across the aft deck,
over the hatch, past the mizzen mast and made of timber for comfort and, a
touch of whimsy.
stepped forward of the waterline and also the rudder
stock. As a result the tiller clashes with the mizzen mast.
This is a design problem with yachts of this design.
Solutions which have been used over the years include
gooseneck tillers which pass one side of the mizzen, a
bifurcated tiller passing each side of the mast with the
mizzen located in the middle of the yoke tiller. An offset
link arm is an option and the modern solution is to use a
wheel with cable or hydraulic control. Or a major change
is to change the sail plan to a cutter or a sloop.
With Wayfarer the plan is to retain the character, the
whimsy, and the soul of a bespoke yacht of the 1930's.
Unfortunately the current tiller is a 25mm steel rod, with
uneven bends resulting in 20 degrees of helm to port and
15 degrees to starboard. Apart from that the steel bar is
cold except on sunny days when gloves are required to
protect from burns.
As an additional complication there is an opening hatch
into the lazarette located between the rudder stock and
the mizzen requiring clearance on one tack. So far so
good except that section that goes around the mizzen
mast on one tack protrudes outside the line of the

— — ON THE HORIZON — —
THIS YEAR 2014
September 9
October 11th
October 14
October 25th & 26th
Oct 31st & Nov 1st
November 7th, 8th & 9th
November 8th/9th
November 11
December 6
December 9

WBA Meeting - Guest speaker, Bruce Stannard,
‘VARG - Recreating a 1924 Johan Anker eight metre’
BBQ and tour of Goat Island
WBA Meeting - Guest Speaker & member, Peter Widders,
“Red King's Voyage: The building of a 19' strip-planked sea kayak”
Shoalhaven River Festival further info contact Greg Clark on greg.clark@people.net.au or (02) 4447 8384
Jaca Wooden Boats, Grafton
Narooma Boats Afloat weekend.
Raft up at Blackwattle Bay
WBA Annual General Meeting
BBQ, Quarantine Reserve, Abbotsford
End of year dinner & Hal Harpur Award presentation

NEXT YEAR 2015
January 13
February 6th to 9th
February 10
February 21st/22nd
March 10
March 11th, 12th & 13th
April 3rd, 4th & 5th
April 14
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WBA meeting
Wooden Boat Festival, Hobart, Tasmania
WBA meeting
Raft up @ Bantry Bay
WBA meeting
Repton Run, (dates chosen are mid-week as tides are not favorable for weekends around this time)
Classic Boat Fest on the foreshore of Lake Macquarie at Toronto
WBA meeting
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